
Step
The tailboard of the cityWORKER is provided 

with a handy folding step, enabling an easy acces 
to the loading platform.
On top of this the tailboard is equipped with 

suspension cables to open it at 90°.

Aluminium 
subframe for plug-

-and-play mounting to the chassis, 
adapted to the chassis, consisting out of 
longitudinal and cross breams.
On top is a 15 mm thick waterproof glued 
loading � oor from Scandinavian plywood 
out of one piece, with an anti slip top layer.
Watertight � nish all around.

Side panels
The side panels are constructed from high 
quality anodized aluminium extrusion pro� les. 
The upper rim is furnished with a thickened 
� ange to protect the side panels in case of tipping 
load. Both side and tailboards are hinged along the 
lower edges, pivoting down below deck level. On the 

inside an additional � ange is provided for a 
seamless seal.

      STANDARD CONFIGURATION*

The cityWORKER is a dropside that is the right choice for you and your business. Excellent for roadworkers, landscapers or maintenance workers. 
This dropside distinguishes itself by its complete aluminum construction, leaving you the highest possible payload.
Due to the integrated “Kinnegrip” locks, rear corner posts are no longer neccessary, thus creating an entire � atbody. 
Whether you are transporting a variety of bulk and solid loads, it must be possible to cover the load.
That is why su�  cient hooks and lashing eyes are all provided as a standard.
With the cityWORKER you have a robust dropside at your 
disposal with the highest payload.

Load securing
At the underside of the loading 

� oor four pre-mounted hooks are 
provided on each side, enabling you 

to tie ropes and nets over the load.
Ideal for securing pallets or 

other cargo are the six 
electrolytically galvanized 
steel lashing eyes that are 

integrated in the side beams as a 
standard (three per side).

GETS THE JOB DONE

Side panels:  30 mm
 Material:  Anodized aluminium

Dimensions cityWORKER:

Internal length + 60 mm = External length
Internal width + 60 mm = External width
 400 mm = Height side panel

Mud guards
Mud fl aps
Lateral cyclist protection
Side marker lights

Fully equipped as a 
standard:

The cityWORKER is available in many diff erent confi gurations and fi ts to any vehicle make and model!

*This product sheet descripts a standard basic confi guration. Ask us or your local dealer about the wide range of options available.

✓
✓
✓
✓

Kinnegrip
A “Kinnegrip” closing system 
out of aluminium is completely 
integrated in the side panels of 
the cityWORKER. Due to these, 
rear corner posts are no longer 

necessary, transforming the 
cityWORKER into an open 

� atbed body when 
the side panels are 

opened.


